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REDUCE BLIND SPOTS AND COLLISIONS              
                                              at door openings, turns and intersections

Ulti Group’s Advanced
Warning Technology
helps reduce dangerous
and very costly mishaps
which are common in
areas where forkli�s and
pedestrians are active.

Flashing lights alert personnel of approaching
traffic through doorways or where there is
obstructed visibility, therefore dramatically
enhancing the safety of your personnel.

Advanced Warning Technology gives your personnel ‘virtual vision’, which in the long run
improves productivity and also reduces harm to personnel and damage to vehicles.
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Collisions between forkli�s and pedestrians are the second most common type of forkli�
accident. Our Advanced Warning Technology helps reduce these dangerous and costly
mishaps. This safety light communication package uses motion sensors and LED lights to
alert forkli� drivers to people, objects or equipment moving on the opposite side of a
closed door, door opening, blind corner, or facility intersection.

PROTECT ANY DOOR OPENING
Any doorways, gateways, hidden corners, insulated
doors where windows are unable to be used, and
can be fitting to any door type - regardless of
manufacturer.

REGULATE TRAFFIC PATTERNS
Ensure there is a safe and orderly flow of forkli� and
employee traffic through your facility.

MONITOR BLIND CORNERS
Avoid collisions at hazardous intersections, aisle ends or
anywhere vision is less than ideal.

IMPROVE SAFETY
Bright LED warning lights provide advanced warning of
traffic for areas where visibility is reduced, and therefore
maximises safety of your personnel. 

COMPLETE SAFETY COMMUNICATIONS PACKAGE
The standard Advanced Warning package includes
two Falcon* motion sensors, and red LED lights and
signs on both sides of an opening.

FLEXIBLE MOUNTING
Virtual Visions LED lights can be installed wherever it
is the most practical and convenient for the best viewing.
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